Cells use sophisticated, multiscale spatial patterns of chemical instructions to control cell fate and tissue growth. While some types of synthetic pattern formation have been well studied [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , it remains unclear how to design chemical processes that can reproducibly create similar spatial patterns. Here we describe a scalable approach for the design of processes that generate such patterns, which can be implemented using synthetic DNA reaction-diffusion networks 7, 8 . In our method, black-box modules are connected together into integrated programs for arbitrarily complex pattern formation. These programs can respond to input stimuli, process information, and ultimately produce stable output patterns that differ in size and concentration from their inputs. To build these programs, we break a target pattern into a set of patterning subtasks, design modules to perform these subtasks independently, and combine the modules into networks. We demonstrate in simulation how programs designed with our methodology can generate complex patterns, including a French fl ag and a stick fi gure.
INTRODUCTION
During Drosophila embryogenesis, initially identical segments of a fruit fl y embryo autonomously obtain their identities (i.e. head, thoracic, abdominal and terminal) from the different local concentrations of mRNA at diff erent locations within the embryo 11 . Patterns of chemical concentrations are also thought to play important roles in mitotic spindle formation 12 and inter-cellular signaling 13 . Synthetic chemical patterning systems that could produce and manipulate similarly complex gradients might be useful for interaction with cells 14 , for exerting dynamic spatial control over chemical systems, and for optimizing reactor throughput 6 .
Th e idea that reaction-diff usion (RD) systems can produce patterns of concentrations was originally proposed by Alan Turing, who in a mathematical study of reaction and diff usion dynamics found mechanisms by which patterns of high and low chemical concentrations could form in an environment where chemical concentrations are initially homogeneous except for occasional local fl uctuations in concentration 1 . Subsequent mathematical studies of chemical pattern formation 2, [4] [5] [6] have suggested a family of reaction-diff usion processes capable of producing a diverse range of patterns including spots, stripes and spiral waves, and such patterns have been observed in chemical systems in two 3, 15 and three 16 dimensions. However, because the features of these patterns arise when random fluctuations are amplified, the patterns they produce differ qualitatively from the robust patterns of signaling molecules observed in biological systems. Th e resulting features are oft en transient, and their exact shape and position are diffi cult to control reproducibly. An alternative approach is to transform a simple pattern of initial chemical species into a more complex output pattern. Th is separates the task of generating complex patterns from the complementary task of breaking symmetry. Repeatable processes that perform pattern transformations could robustly produce specifi ed patterns with well-controlled features on multiple size scales. Pattern transformation processes have been constructed using biological transcription factors active during development [17] [18] [19] , and more recently, designed reaction-diff usion networks of synthetic DNA molecules 20, 21 . While these systems can generate predictable patterns, the variety and complexity of geometries they can exhibit remains severely limited, and in many cases the patterns that arise are transient, such that the patterned species become well mixed over time.
Here we describe a staged pattern formation strategy in which specifi ed patterns are gradually developed from simple initial patterns through 1 Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, 2 Computer Science, Johns Hopkins University, 3400 N Charles St, Baltimore, MD 21218, USA. Correspondence should be addressed to R.S. (rschulm3@jhu.edu).
. Th e components of these cascades are short, synthetic DNA strands that are easy to synthesize and are biocompatible. DNA strand-displacement cascades have been used to implement robust logical operations and concentration amplification and thresholding. Strand-displacement cascades are programmed to perform these and other specifi c functions by appropriately designing their nucleotide sequences. Chemical reaction networks involving up to 130 unique species of DNA strands have been demonstrated 7, 24 . While networks of this size are somewhat small compared to the size of the reaction networks within a cell, which may consist of thousands of signaling molecules and transcription factors 25 , there is no fundamental obstacle to the design of larger synthetic DNA strand-displacement networks. Strand-displacement methods also off er unprecedented flexibility of design: methods summarized in Fig. 2 have been developed with the goal of designing a set of DNA molecules that can emulate any chemical reaction network 8, 26 . While quantitative control over reaction rate constants within these networks can still be a challenge 8, 27 , reaction networks can be designed that only depend qualitatively on the relative rates (i.e. fast or slow) between diff erent reactions. Th e versatility of strand-displacement reactions, along with a growing number of computational tools that are available for the design of these networks 28, 29 , suggests that the design of large-scale DNA-based reactions networks is feasible.
The diffusion coefficients of DNA molecules are similarly programmable. In solution, single-and double-stranded DNA diff usion coeffi cients vary polynomially with sequence length 30 because their eff ective Stokes radius is a function of polymer chain length. In principle, therefore, adding additional bases to the strand or complex could slow down the diff usion coeffi cient of a species. More precise refi nement of eff ective DNA diff usion rates is attainable within a porous substrate such as a hydrogel. By covalently attaching short DNA strand segments to the substrate, complementary DNA molecules diff using nearby can transiently bind to the attached segments, slowing down their transport in a sequence-dependent manner 31, 32 . Th e time spent bound is controlled by tuning the density of binding sites and the energy of strand interaction, which can generally be predicted in silico using effi cient algorithms 28, 33 . While these interactions cause diff usion to become anomalous, if the density of binding sites is suffi ciently large, the diff usion of DNA species would be expected to be generally uniform and continuous over length scales greater than a few hundreds of nanometers, and thus would obey the standard diffusion equation. Both of these methods for slowing diff usion can be used to independently set the diff usion coeffi cient of diff erent species in the network. Methods for building complex, arbitrary networks of coupled chemical reactions with synthetic DNA, and for independently controlling the diff usion coeffi cient of each DNA strand could be combined to design and build complex reaction-diffusion systems in vitro with synthetic DNA.
Th e oligonucleotides in these systems might also interact with other molecules in the environment in a sequence-specifi c fashion through the use of aptamers, nucleic acid sequences that bind specifi cally to a target ligand. Molecules for which aptamer sequences are known include many growth factors 34 and small molecules [35] [36] [37] , and such connections have been generated previously as components of DNA strand-displacement networks 38 .
SELF-SUSTAINING PATTERN FORMATION PROCESSES
Without a continuous supply of energy, heterogeneous distributions of chemical species will become well mixed over time, making the construction of steady-state heterogeneous patterns infeasible. In cells and tissues, proteins and other signaling molecules are constantly produced and degraded, providing a source of energy with which to maintain heterogeneous patterns of chemical species in spite of the eff ects of diff usion. Analogous production and decay reactions that continuously produce new species from high-energy precursors and degrade old species into inert waste could likewise produce stable patterns of concentrations in vitro. Here we use this technique to produce stable, static patterns of chemical concentrations.
Strand displacement systems can emulate stabilizing production and degradation reactions powered by high concentrations of precursor molecules 26 . Production can occur via the slow conversion of an inert precursor present at high concentration into the active species, and degradation can occur via the slow conversion of the active species into a lower energy waste species.
MODULAR REACTION-DIFFUSION PROGRAMS
We defi ne a module as a coupled set of chemical reactions that perform a designed transformation of a pattern of input molecules. Modules are connected together such that "upstream" modules produce an output species that "downstream" modules accept as input species. Hierarchical modules, consisting of multiple submodules, can perform more sophisticated pattern transformations. To produce self-sustaining patterns, modules include production and degradation reactions that resupply component species, and maintain heterogeneous patterns at steady state.
Modular engineering makes it possible to design large, complex networks by fi rst designing simple, reusable modules, and then arranging them into networks. Each module implements a semantic patterning instruction (e.g. COPY or BLUR a pattern), which can be connected together without worrying about the details of how these instructions are implemented within each module. Th e modular instructions we use in this paper are detailed in Fig. 3 .
A reaction-diff usion program is a set of connected modules that orchestrate a pattern formation process. To verify that the networks we design will form their target patterns, we use a mathematical model of each module's dynamics consisting of a set of coupled partial diff erential equations that governs their dynamics, assuming mass action kinetics 39 . To evaluate the function of the network, these equations can be integrated numerically using measured reaction rate constants and diff usion coeffi cients from the existing literature 27, 40 . For instance, given an RD program consisting of the equations 
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where D C is the diff usion coeffi cient for species C. 19 , a one-dimensional linear gradient of an input morphogen is translated into three discrete regions of gene expression with the same geometry as the tri-colored French fl ag, such that each of three species has either a high or low concentration in each of the distinct regions. In this example, cells in these three regions could then adopt specialized identities depending on which of the Boolean blue, white or red regions they occupy.
While this model is broadly accepted as one explanation of pattern formation during development 25, 41 , a physical reaction-diff usion network capable of recapitulating this pattern in vitro has not been described.
Here we design a modular reaction-diff usion program that generates a French-fl ag pattern (Fig. 4 ) from a linear input gradient.
We assume that the input to the system is a stable linear gradient of a "morphogen" I,
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Th e output that results is a stable French-fl ag pattern in which three diff erent labeled output species, blue (B), white (W ) and red (R) are present in the left , middle and right third regions respectively at approximately 1 μM. Th e concentrations of these species are close to zero elsewhere. To demonstrate our process of RD program design, we construct this patterning program in stages. We fi rst consider how to produce a single red stripe using the reaction networks. We then add modules (Fig. 3) to our circuit until the circuit also produces white and blue stripes as outputs.
Th e challenge in generating a French fl ag pattern from a linear input gradient is that small diff erences in the concentration of the input species along the gradient must be transformed into large diff erences in the concentration of the output species in the fi nal output pattern. For example (see [ ] M I > µ , i.e. in the right third of the substrate, creating a large change in [S 1 ] across the red-white boundary (Fig. 4a) .
A (Fig. 4b) .
However, because the SHARPEN module depletes the concentration of its input species, if two diff erent SHARPEN modules both have the same input I, they would compete with each other for I. Because both modules would deplete I during the course of their operation, I would end up being below the threshold value for amplifi cation everywhere. As a result, neither S 1 nor S 2 would be produced anywhere. Th is problem would be addressed if the two SHARPEN modules used as their respective inputs two diff erent species I 1 and I 2 that each have the same concentration as I in all locations. To produce these species, we designed a COPY module (Fig. 3b) that takes an input I and produces an output O that has the same concentration as I everywhere without depleting the input I. We include a COPY module that produces a copy of I with the same concentrations as I upstream of each SHARPEN module to prevent the two SHARPEN modules from competing for the same input species. Th e resulting circuit (Fig. 4b) produces a pattern where S 1 is present in the rightmost third of the space and S 2 is present everywhere but the left most third of the space.
To (Fig. 3c,d) can direct the production of each of these species by producing the output molecule only where the corresponding Boolean function of the input concentrations is satisfi ed (Fig. 4c) .
Th e French fl ag patterning circuit in Fig. 4c is a collection of connected modules, each of which contains a small RD program comprised of abstract chemical species (such as I, A, T and O in the SHARPEN module). Th is abstract chemical reaction network can be translated into a set of strand-displacement reactions that implement the same dynamics as the reaction-diff usion network we designed. Th ere may be many diff erent ways to translate an abstract chemical reaction network into a set of DNA stranddisplacement reactions using a method such as that shown in Fig. 2 . In the Supplementary Information, we propose a potential strand-displacement network for each of our modules. One measure of the complexity of the resulting network is the number of species it contains. Our network (shown in Supplementary Information Section 2) consists of 77 unique initial DNA strand assemblies containing a total of 108 component DNA strands. Th e size of the network is therefore smaller than strand-displacement networks that have been experimentally demonstrated 7 .
To test that the network we designed produces the target pattern, we numerically integrated the partial diff erential equations for the RD system consisting of the abstract chemical species (I, A, T, . . . ). Th e results (Fig. 4c,f) show that the network is expected to produce the designed pattern, taking on the order of an hour to reach steady state. Close to the boundaries between the blue, white and red regions, there are transition areas where either the blue and white, or the white and the red species are both produced.
Th ese transition regions arise because of the diff usion of the output species, which acts to blur the pattern, and because of what we term "leaks" in our reactions, in which a slow reaction uses a small amount of the product that is otherwise depleted very quickly by a much faster reaction.
The French flag patterning program demonstrates that we can design RD programs that use the geometric information provided by a heterogeneously distributed input species to produce an incrementally more complex heterogeneous distribution of output species over a single spatial dimension. While microfl uidic devices can already be used create a variety of gradient patterns with 1-dimensional features 42 similar to the French fl ag pattern, producing analogous patterns in 2-and 3-dimensions is considerably more complex.
A DRAW STICK FIGURE patterning program
To show that our patterning method can generate 2-dimensional patterns, we use the same step-wise modular design process to construct a program that produce a stick fi gure pattern that consists of a head, torso, arm and leg segments (Fig. 5a) . In a 1-dimensional program like the French-fl ag generator, a SHARPEN module acting on a linear gradient created a linear high/low step function. In two dimensions, a radial gradient is generated when a species is produced at a single point and then slowly degrades as it diff uses away from its point of production. When the BLUR module (Fig. 3e) takes an input that is produced at a single point, it produces such a gradient. A SHARPEN module acting on a radial grad ient creates a radial step function, i.e. a circle. Th e radius of this circle is specifi ed by the threshold concentration of the SHARPEN module corresponding to the concentration of the radial gradient along the edge of the circle. Th e SHARPEN module will produce a high output signal only in regions where the radial gradient is above the threshold concentration, inside of the radius of the circle. Th e center of the circle is set by the location of the input point to the BLUR module. Together, the BLUR and SHARPEN modules encode a DRAW CIRCLE patterning instruction, which itself can be considered a module. Using the DRAW CIRCLE instruction repeatedly along with the AND module, it is possible to produce a complete stick fi gure pattern from an input consisting of four particular inputs produced only at four particular points (Fig. 5b) .
A variety of techniques might be employed to pattern the input points for the stick fi gure, including micro-contact printing 9 or lithography 21 . Because the input patterns would be covalently bound to the substrate, they would remain stable over time rather than diff using away, even though these inputs are not replenished. Alternatively, we could extend existing strand-displacement systems to actively generate and maintain the input pattern from reservoirs attached to the substrate boundaries 43 , analogous to the actively generated input gradient in the French Flag program.
Since the stick fi gure's head is a circle, we can pattern the head with a single DRAW CIRCLE module. To build the rest of the stick fi gure, we need a mechanism to produce line segments for the arms, torso, and legs. One convenient way to produce an approximate line segment is to produce a species at the intersection of two large circles: If two circles are separated by slightly less than then sum of their radii, the intersection is a line-like region. We can repeatedly use the composite DRAW CIRCLE instruction to pattern pairs of circles that intersect at the desired locations for each segment, and an AND module to produce output species where these circles intersect. As with the DRAW FRENCH FLAG program, we include COPY modules where needed to prevent modules from depleting the concentrations of their input patterns and aff ecting upstream modules.
Th e combined program produces a stick fi gure pattern from an input pattern consisting of four points. Th e pattern is expected to take on the order of a day to reach steady state using the rate parameters estimated for our DNA species, provided in the Supplementary Information. Th e limiting factor preventing the speedup of formation is the diff usion rate of the DNA.
It is straightforward to rearrange components or add modules to this system to change the geometry of the output pattern. One could imagine using such a program to generate any pattern that consists of a set of line segments. While we were able to re-use some of the input signals in the DRAW STICK FIGURE program by careful use of the COPY module, in general each line-segment feature requires two input signals and seven modules. One interesting goal for future studies is to generate a large number of pattern features using only a fi xed number of inputs and modules.
DISCUSSION
In this paper we have described a method for the design of reactiondiff usion programs, sets of modular instructions encoded into autonomous chemical pattern generators. Each module takes simple input patterns and generates incrementally more complex output patterns. Elaborate, stable patterns of soluble molecules emerge through the combined effects of each modular stage. While the reaction-diff usion programs we describe are large, it is plausible to imagine implementing them in vitro using existing techniques for designing molecules with prescribed rates of reaction and diff usion: synthetic DNA strand-displacement networks of similar sizes have already been demonstrated. Th e continued growth in complexity and robustness of devices that can be designed with DNA strand-displacement networks suggests that the range of designed RD programs that are experimentally realizable will expand.
Further, we can imagine a "compilation" process that automatically translates arbitrary patterning programs into a network of chemical species that can be implemented using strand-displacement reactions. Specifi c sets of molecules can implement each module, and compilation can proceed by designing the reactions for each module such that the inputs and outputs for each module interact, but the species within different modules do not react at signifi cant rates. Control over patterning could be extended from two into three dimensions using the existing reaction modules in 3-dimensional substrate by using an intersection of spheres instead of circles in the stick fi gure example, with the input points printed on, or generated from the boundary surfaces of the 3-dimensional substrate.
Eventually reaction-diff usion programs may be designed that include temporal control of network dynamics, capable of generating patterns that change shape over time, such as Belousov Zhabotinsky-type dynamics 3 or cellular automata 44 . Other potential extensions to our methods include programs that can more effi ciently produce a wide variety of pattern features, and programs that produce patterns with more graded analog responses instead of only digital high or low values.
While large DNA strand-displacement networks have been implemented previously, they tend to be "one-time-use" circuits, which calculate a single output before reaching a state in which components no longer react with one another. Th is strategy is eff ective for well-mixed solutions, but reaction-diff usion patterns require a constant supply of energy to maintain a stable steady state. To provide this energy we design networks for which high-energy input species are constantly supplied and lowenergy waste species are removed or degraded. Such a supply could be provided by a reservoir containing high concentrations of the necessary raw materials connected to our system directly, or if needed, through a membrane to control which molecules can pass through.
Our modules are designed around abstract chemical reactions that are not specifi cally constrained to any single implementation medium. In the Supplementary Information, we provide detailed descriptions of DNA strand-displacement species that emulate each proposed reaction, including the production and degradation reactions that supply energy to our system. However, the same abstract reactions could be compatible with a variety of other existing mechanisms [45] [46] [47] . Mechanisms that employ enzymatic activity could provide a higher energy density per molecule, consuming energy-source molecules at a lower rate compared to strand displacement networks.
An important feature of our modular design process is that patterns are produced through stages of iterative refi nement. Chemical circuits found in well-studied biological development networks, such as the sea urchin network for endodermal-mesodermal diff erentiation 48, 49 and the Drosophila melanogaster segment polarity network 12 , exhibit many of the same basic design principles that we employ here, including the eff ective division of the network into modules based on their function, and the use of Boolean on/off signals to rectify concentration fl uctuations, uncertainty in reaction rate constants and diff usion coeffi cients, or imperfectly synthesized component molecules. However, these biological circuits also appear to include feedback loops and redundant "fail-safe" layers of circuitry, in which parallel transcription pathways ensure normal operation even The species produced by the COPY modules are used as buffered inputs to the downstream modules. (d) A set of SHARPEN modules produce circles with defi ned radii around the input points. The intersections of these circles defi ne the regions where the stick fi gure segments should appear: the magenta and yellow circles intersect at the stick-fi gure's torso, the yellow and cyan at the left leg, the magenta and cyan at the right leg, the two light-gray circles at the arms, and the black signal defi nes the stick-fi gure's head. (e) AND modules take each pair of species in (d) as inputs and produce the output species (black) where both inputs are present at high concentration. Simulation details, including reaction rates, diffusion coeffi cients, PDEs and initial conditions are provided in Supplementary Information Section 2.2. when one pathway fails, making them even more robust than the networks we describe. We expect that if we were to include similar mechanisms in our synthetic systems, our RD programs could become more robust. Like networks that control body plan formation in biology, our pattern formation networks can produce multitudes of pattern variations with a limited set of components, either by changing the arrangement of modules, or by adding and removing modules. Because our networks are organized into modules with specifi c, well-understood functions, producing a desired new pattern is straightforward. Small portions of the pattern can be changed by changing modules that are downstream of most others in the network, while large changes to the pattern can be made by changing the modules in the network that function at the beginning of the patterning process. By modifying just a few connections or modules in a network, we could make either of these types of changes. If reaction-diff usion programs can be readily implemented in the laboratory, they could become a fl exible platform for delivering target molecules to defi ned portions of a substrate. We view delivered DNA as an information-carrying device; this information can translated into the form of molecules other than DNA through the use of aptamers 50 . In this context, RD programs represent spatially intelligent processors that could orchestrate complex behaviors in a growing variety of next generation biomaterials.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 1 MODULE DETAILS
SHARPEN module
A homogeneously produced threshold species T rapidly reacts with an input I, reducing [I] to zero where I is produced more slowly than T. A homogeneously produced amplifi cation species A reacts more slowly with excess I left over from the thresholding reaction, producing O. Th e concentration of O is stabilized by a degradation reaction.
Below are the PDEs that govern how species are aff ected by this module. Th ese are only the terms that result from the module's interaction with each species. For species on the module's interface (i.e. input and output species), additional external terms may aff ect the behavior of the species, and must be added to these equations in context. Specifi cally, we do not include production or degradation reactions on the input signal PDEs, assuming that these reactions are handled by the upstream circuit. 
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Figure 3a in the main text uses periodic boundary conditions and a 24 hour simulation time. In addition to the PDEs defi ned above, the following equation determines how we modeled the upstream behavior of the input signal I for the specifi c context in Fig. 3a . Th is equation must be added together with the terms that describe how the module aff ects the input signal in order to model the full behavior of the input signal in Fig. 3a . . We selected all of the diff usion rates used in our simulations to be the same order of magnitude as experimentally derived data from the literature S1, S2 . Th e DNA strand-displacement network outlined in SI Fig. 1 implements this module. This network uses 11 initial species complexes, consisting of 14 unique strands of DNA (including the input strand).
COPY module
An input species I catalyzes the production of an output species O. Th e input species is not produced, consumed, or signifi cantly aff ected by this module. To produce a stable steady state, O also is degraded.
PDEs that govern how species are aff ected by this module: . The DNA strand-displacement network outlined in SI Fig. 2 implements this module. Th is network uses 6 initial species complexes, consisting of 8 unique strands of DNA (including the input strand).
AND module
PDEs that govern how species are aff ected by this module:
I r e a c t M . Th e diff usion coeffi cient for all diff using species is D = 0.000150 mm 2 s -1 . The DNA strand-displacement network outlined in SI Fig. 3 implements this module. Th is network uses 14 initial species complexes, consisting of 19 unique strands of DNA (including the input strand).
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NOT module
PDEs that govern how species are aff ected by this module: , and the inversion reaction rate constant between I and O is k react = 0.2 µM -1 s -1 . Th e diff usion coeffi cient for all diff using species is D = 0.000150 mm 2 s -1
. Th e DNA strand-displacement network outlined in SI  Fig. 4 implements this module. Th is network uses 8 initial species complexes, consisting of 12 unique strands of DNA (including the input strand).
BLUR module
Input species I catalyzes the production of an output species O. Th e input species is not produced, consumed, or otherwise aff ected by this module. O diff uses away from locations where it is produced, and is degraded to produce a blurred copy of the input patter at steady-state concentration.
PDEs that govern how species are aff ected by this module: The DNA strand-displacement network outlined in SI Fig. 6 implements this module. Th is network uses 6 initial species complexes, consisting of 8 unique strands of DNA (including the input strand). 
PROGRAM DETAILS
French fl ag program
